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1 Mining, Ranching, and Farming
TEKS

8(A), 20(E), 22(A), 22(B), 22(C)

2 Listen
• Once the Indian wars were over, miners, ranchers, and farmers 

flooded into the West. From California, mining moved inland 

when gold was discovered in Colorado. Mining became big 

business when gold was too far underground. Individual miners 

left, and corporations took over. 

3 Listen
• Americans learned about ranching from Mexicans in the Southwest, and when the 

Indians were removed and the buffalo killed, cattle ranching boomed on the Great 

Plains. Thousands of cattle were herded each year by cowboys and made the long long long long 

drivedrivedrivedrive to railroad towns. As the demand for beef grew, some ranchers became cattle 

barons, operating spreads of millions of acres of grasslands.

4 Listen
• For homesteadershomesteadershomesteadershomesteaders, , , , people who farmed claims under the Homestead Act, life was not 

easy. Most began by living in a soddiesoddiesoddiesoddie, , , , a house made of tough prairie soil. Plowing 

the prairie soil was backbreaking work. Insects were everywhere, and plagues of 

grasshoppers often wiped out a field of grain. Falling crop prices created debt. Some 

families headed back east, but most pulled together to make a living.

5 Listen
• Plains farmers welcomed technological improvements in the 1870s,

including steam-powered corn huskers and wheat threshers. Like 

ranching, farming soon became big business and bonanza farmsbonanza farmsbonanza farmsbonanza farms

appeared. These farms, vast estates each devoted to a single cash crop, 

were owned by corporations and made possible an enormous increase in 

the nation’s food output.

6 Listen
• The frontier was full of legend and stereotypesstereotypesstereotypesstereotypes, , , , or exaggerated or oversimplified 

descriptions of reality. Some were true, like Buffalo Bill’s Wild West shows. But most 

were just exaggeration. Historian Jackson Turner claims in the Turner thesisTurner thesisTurner thesisTurner thesis that 

the frontier played a key role in shaping American character. By 1890 the Census 

Bureau announced the official end of the frontier. The days of free western land 

were over.

7 Mining, Ranching, and Farming
1.How did mining spread in the West?

2.What caused the western cattle boom?

3.What was life like for a cowboy on the Chisholm Trail?

4.How did settlers overcome barriers in farming the Plains?

8 The Spread of Western Mining

9 Early Mining and Mining Towns
• At first, miners searched for metal in surface soil or in streambeds. The simplest 

tool was a shallow pan in which the miner scooped dirt and water, and then swished 

it around. Lighter particles washed over the edge while the gold stayed in the 
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bottom of the pan.

• A technique called placer mining used this method on a larger scale. Miners 

shoveled loose dirt into boxes and then ran water over the dirt to separate it from 

the gold or silver particles.

10 The Cattle Boom
• Mexicans taught Americans cattle ranching.  The Americans adopted Mexican ranching equipment, 

and dress and began raising Texas longhorn cattle.

• Before the Civil War, pork had been Americans’ meat of choice.  But then cookbooks snubbed pork as 

“unwholesome” and the nation went on a beef binge.

• Beef shipments became less expensive with the invention of refrigerated railroad cars.

• Destruction of the buffalo made more room for cattle ranching.

• Abilene, Kansas, became the first “cow town,” a town built specifically for receiving cattle.

11 A Cowboy’s Life: Cattle Drive on the 

Chisholm Trail

• Cowboys herded thousands of cattle to railway centers on the long drive.

• The Chisholm Trail was one of several trails that linked grazing land in Texas with 

cow towns to the north.

• Cowboy life was hard.  The men were up at 3:30 in the morning and were in the 

saddle up to 18 hours a day.  They had to be constantly alert in case of a stampede.

• The leading cause of death was being dragged by a horse.  Diseases such as 

tuberculosis also killed many cowboys.

12 Farming the Plains
• For most homesteaders– those who farmed claims under the Homestead Act– life was difficult.

• Most homesteaders built either a dugout or a soddie for homes.  A soddie was a structure with the 
walls and roof made from strips of grass with the thick roots and earth attached.

• There was backbreaking labor, bugs that ravaged the fields, money troubles, falling crop prices and 
rising farm debt.  Many homesteaders  failed and headed back east.

• Settlers had to rely on each other, raising houses and barns together, sewing quilts and husking corn.

13 New Technology Eases Farm Labor

14 Frontier Myths

15

16 Mining, Ranching, and Farming—Assessment
What invention made beef transportation less expensive?

(A) The Chisholm Trail

(B) Barbed wire

(C) Hybridization

(D) Refrigerated railroad cars

What material were most homesteaders’ homes made of?

(A) Wood

(B) Buffalo hide 

(C) Sod

(D) Stone

17 Mining, Ranching, and Farming—Assessment
What invention made beef transportation less expensive?

(A) The Chisholm Trail

(B) Barbed wire

(C) Hybridization

(D) Refrigerated railroad cars

What material were most homesteaders’ homes made of?

(A) Wood

(B) Buffalo hide 

(C) Sod

(D) Stone

18 Work
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Look over your notes from today.

1. Answer the 4 questions from today’s lecture.

2. In five sentences, write a brief summary of what we went over in class today.  Use the highlighted highlighted highlighted highlighted 
key termskey termskey termskey terms in your summary!

• Title the paper the same as the Lecture Notes.

• Make sure to put your Name, Date, and Period in the upper right hand corner of your page.

• Turn this in at the beginning of class tomorrow – put it in the hand-in/collection basket.

• Worth 25 out of 100 points for this week’s Daily grade.
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